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THE ADVENTURES OF 


SANTIAGO + DUNBAR
IN


AMATEUR 
GOVERNMENT
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Well, Rock Stars, 
here’s your tea.


He talks! First  
friggin’ time. I swear.


We met someone 
from here...


Nope.


So?


Trashmo.


You don’t have a 
problem with that?


Well, What exactly were  
you two doing down here? 
Subhattan doesnt take 


kindly to outsiders.


Boys, Trashmo ain’t  
from here. He’s a trader,  
from topside. a criminal.


Thanks.
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Hey fellas!


Well, Boys, I know you aint done it cause you have 
absolutely NO IDEA what is going on down here... 
or anywhere else for that matter, apparently.


C’mon. Jail is in here.  
You remember Deputy  


Kevin Wallace. My husband.


But, I gotta hold 
you overnight or the 


Mayor’s office is going 
to freak out for the 


15th time tonight.


Take your pick.
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What the... You're...
Rockstars.


Yes, We’re 
aware.


Dale here is a man who 
knows too much.


We caught him snooping around 
down here a couple months 
back and we can’t let him go 
tell he promises not to tell 
anyone about Subhattan.


And what about you? 
What are you in for?
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Kevin, leave those boys alone 
and come get ready for bed.


They won’t let me  
out of here unless  
I promise never to 
tell anyone about  
this place.  You  


gotta help me get  
out of here.


So just promise not 
to tell anyone... duh!


Tough break, 
kid.


What the fart?! 
so they’re gonna 


kill us all?


awwwwww...
Ha! Probably not us, 


Daisy. We are way too 
famous for that, we’ll 
be out of here in like  


6 hours... but yeah they 
are gonna kill Dale.


Daisy how many 
prisoners do you 


see here?


And how many weirdo 
hipster kid sewer 


divers have you seen 
blogging about  


Molepeoplevania?


I’m pretty sure 
they’re gonna kill 


me eventually...


Goodnight, folks.
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The thing is they know, or at 
least think they know, that we 


have reputations to be concerned 
about.  Most musicians don’t want 


to brag about doing crazy shit 
because they’ll get branded  


as kooks... 


I don’t even WANT to tell anyone 
about this place...  it’s not 


like I’ll get rich and famous 
for exposing a bunch of pasty 
inbreeds, and junkies.  I just 


want to get back to fresh 
air and freedom again.  I was 
supposed to be going to your 


concert tonight!


Basically, 
the kooks.


 I’m sorry, who  
are you again?


So what do we 
need to know 


about this place?
 um... weird politics, 


unchecked gang activity, 
and strange noises at 


the edge of town.


Sounds like a track 
list to one of our 
earlier albums.


And Daisy no 
longer feels as 
bad about your 


impending demise.


Hey cool man, it was 
a pretty rad show!


...ironically we don’t want to brag 
about doing crazy shit because we 
need to be seen as credible and 


trustworthy by the people who live 
in these weird subcultures.
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 The cops listen to the speeches on the 
radio, and they play ads all day... Beach 


and Tweed seem like two sides of  
the same lifer coin. 


Both were born here and both families 
have led this on and off for decades.  
Tweed strikes me as a bit more of a 


lunatic though, if only marginally.
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No... Sorry.


You really haven’t 
heard of me?


Wow.
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Can you?


What the hell? Dale, you know We can’t do 
that until your trial.


May We?


Can we get out of 
these things?


Sure.


Saturday 7:21 A.M.
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Good morning, Sheriff.  
I need to speak to your 


two newest visitors.


Smells like justice...


These eggs are terrible.
Why should we 
talk to you?


Because, Mr Dunbar is it? 
Because you need my help 


and I need yours.


We dont support Politicians.


Back room’s open.


Or play private  
parties or fundraisers.


Unless they’re ours.


...and eggs.


Shut up Dale.


No, it’s nothing like that.  
May we speak in private?


Councilman Tweed.
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What the situation is...You saw the 
shooting right? If they’re going after 


Beach then, shit, maybe I’m next or 
they think i did it or to retaliate or...


NO! God, what a question.  
I need you two to figure out 


who did it. My people are saying 
you’re some kind of detecti ves.


Or the slightly interesting  
apparently. this is neither.  


Let’s get out of here, Santiago.


Mayor Beach has been doing some shady 
deals about expanding but that goes 


against the founding limits of Subhattan.


not to mention  
the stupid curse-


Yes, ever since the founders, my family and 
others-Beach’s people-set up the city they 
forbid people to go past the west caves. 


Stories started about ghosts,  
alligators, other outrageous things.


Investigators.  
Into the paranormal.


Rock 
stars.


Curse?


Interesting.


I have no idea- 
So you DIDNT 
try to kill him- 
the mayor?


WAIT! 


You’ve heard about 
the caves, right?
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These gangs have been terrorizing the 
people of Subhattan for the last 90 years!


Impeding our 
ability to safely 
trade with the 
surface world!


The city has 
always had it’s 
borders drawn 


ending at  
those caves, 


But I have  
information that  
Mayor Beach is  


meeting strangers-


OUTSIDERS.
-in the caves. 


It’s probably the 
people out to kill him!


The gang?


Let’s Go 
after them.


NO, WAIT!
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We can handle ghosts.Ghost Alligators. Right.Be cautious. The 
rumours say that the 
caves are haunted.


Again: I dont have proof. 


 No Subhattaner can  
legally go there to  
gather evidence.


Possibly.


He’s aligned our proud city with the very scum that  
threatens to destroy our very way of life!!!


And the gangs. And  
the ghost alligators. 


And the ghost  
alligator gangs.


This is all 
ridiculous.


I think Beach is trying 
to expand into the  


forbiden land  
outside the city.


And he’s using  
the Trade Gang  
as his muscle!
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So the ghost alligators? You think...Yes.


Well then. We’ll need weapons.


Yes.


Yes.
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Sledgehammer


Bag of Marbles


Candlestick


Ball of Twine
Pipe


Piece of Wood Stun Gun


Pepper Spray
Small Knife
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Nuts.


It’s beach.


Let’s get  
the heck out  


of here.
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HEY!


AFTER THEM!


We lost them.
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Hope so. GUESS NOT!
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Welcome to the 
New Subhattan.


Mr. Santiago,  
Mr. Dunbar
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